
Urban Flash Flood Early  
Warning System (UFFEWS):  

an enhancement targeted at urban 
areas, which builds upon data 

available from FFGS coupled with high 
resolution models to include surface 

and subsurface flow

Riverine Routing: an enhancement 
that will provide operational discharge 

forecasts out to a few days at
various locations along rivers

Mapserver Interface:  
enhancement to the FFGS that 

provides an interactive dashboard 
containing information from various 

products for operational use by  
the forecaster

Snow Melt (MELT): provides an 
estimate of cumulative melt volume of 

snow using the SNOW-17 model

Snow Water Equivalent (SWE): 
provides an estimate of the depth 

of water produced if a snow 
cover is completely melted on a 

horizontal surface

Landslide Threat Index (LST): 
indicates the likelihood of landslide 
occurrence over a basin using the 

landslide hazard assessment module
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Mitigating the impacts of flash floods by enhancing early warning 
capabilities at the national and regional levels

Flash Flood Guidance System
(FFGS) with Global Coverage

The Flash Flood 
Guidance System

provides hydrological and 
meteorological operational 
forecasters with real-time 
information and products to 
support the generation of  
flash flood warnings

Vulnerable communities 
in remote rural areas,  

as well as in urban areas

Disaster managers and 
decision-makers at local, 

national and regional 
levels

National Meteorological 
and Hydrological 

Services

All societal and 
economic stakeholders 
of potentially affected 

countries

Who benefits from the System?



Flash Flood Risk (FFR):  
provides a measure of the  

forecast flash flood occurrence 
frequency for the entire forecast lead 

time interval

Mean Areal Precipitation (MAP): 
provides bias-adjusted accumulations 

of basin-average precipitation from 
available rain gauges, MWGHE, GHE 
and RADAR precipitation estimates

Forecast Mean Areal Precipitation 
(FMAP): provides average rainfall 

accumulations over each basin using 
available NWP models

Flash Flood Guidance (FFG):  
indicates the total amount of rainfall 

over the given duration (1-hour, 3-hour, 
6-hours) which is just enough to 

cause bankfull flow at the outlet of the 
draining stream

*National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/ 
  National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service

Global Hydro Estimator (GHE) 
precipitation: provides gridded 
accumulations of satellite-based 

rainfall estimates using the  
NOAA/NESDIS* Operational GHE

Flash Flood Threat Products: 
Imminent Flash Flood Threat (IFFT), 

Persistence Flash Flood Threat (PFFT) 
and Forecast Flash Flood Threat (FFFT) 
which indicate the likelihood of flash 
flood occurrence in a particular basin

What products are included?

Microwave-adjusted Global Hydro 
Estimator (MWGHE) precipitation: 
provides gridded accumulations of 

satellite-based rainfall estimates from 
GHE and adjusted by NOAA-CPC 

CMORPH microwave-based satellite 
rainfall product

Average Soil Moisture (ASM):  
the soil water saturation fraction  
of the upper soil (20-30 cm) for  
each basin calculated using the  

Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting 
(SAC-SMA) Model

Forecast Precipitation:  
provides total of forecast precipitation 

using available Numerical Weather 
Prediction (NWP) models

Strengthening 
flash flood warning 

capabilities and 
cooperation at the local, 

national and regional 
level can reduce losses 

The frequency of flash 
flooding has been 
increasing due to 
climate variability  

and change

Flash floods are among 
the world’s deadliest 
natural disasters and 
result in significant 

social, economic and 
environmental impacts

Generating effective 
warnings can reduce the 
impacts of flash floods

Why do we need the System?

What is a  
flash flood?

A flash flood is a flood of a short 
duration with a relatively high 
peak discharge in which the time 
interval between the observable 
causative event and the flood is 
less than six hours. Flash floods 
are complex hydrometeorological 
events that are hard to predict 
and require expertise in hydrology 
and meteorology combined with a 
knowledge of the local conditions.

What are the objectives of the System?

Foster national,  
regional and global 

cooperation

Enhance collaboration 
between National 

Meteorological and 
Hydrological Services, 
Disaster Management 

Agencies and other 
stakeholders

Improve the capacity of 
National Meteorological 

and Hydrological 
Services to issue timely 
and accurate flash flood 

warnings and alerts

Support and 
complement the  

WMO Flood  
Forecasting Initiative


